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Now Enrolling for Fall/Winter 2017

The Learning Institute

Now Announcing: 
Leading Edge Sports

Tutor Spotlight - Instructor of 
the Month: Eric Muro

September Promotion 

Like, share, and follow our Facebook 
page and receive 2 FREE 

admissions to a Family Fun Night of 
your choice.

*Valid only for the Riverside branch
ExpiExpires 9/30/17 

SAT Boot Camp 

Date: October 28,2017 
Time: 10:00AM - 5:00PM
 

Call us for pricing!

This course will be covering Critical Reading,
Sentence Structure, EssaySentence Structure, Essay Writing, and multiple 
choice questions in Writing and Mathematics. 

10,20 & 30 hour SAT programs are available upon 
request. 

Eric Muro has been working at 
LELC for almost two years 
where he has flourished and 
become an essential in-demand 
academic coach. Eric is 
currently attending Cal State currently attending Cal State 
Pomona pursuing a BA in 
Mathematics with a sub plan in 
applied Math and Statistics.
He isn’t afraid to be wrong, “I also put a lot of value 
behind being wrong, as I think students who are 
blandly given the correct answers aren't being taught 
as well as they can be if the tutor is willing to try the 
wrong thing and really figure out why the right 
answer is the right answer.” 

The Learning Institute is a program especially 
created for adults age 18+ who wish to continue 
learning and to advance in their career. Our new 
sister company offers an array of courses, camps, 
seminars and workshops! Register online or 
contact us for more information.

Leading Edge Sports understands how difficult it 
can be to balance the rigors of both sports and 
academics. Leading Edge has come up with a 
program that will assist your student athlete 
accelerate their academic success.

Additionally, everyone that purchases the 
program will receive a complimentary 
““Understanding NCAA” seminar. Let us show 
you how to maximize your scholarship 
opportunities!


